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**ABSTRACT**

Key words: Comparison, Dialect, Paser Pematang, Paser Telake, Daily Activities.

This research aimed studying comparison of dialect that can contribute toward community development especially in language usage, because they sometimes have similar and different meanings, sound or pronunciation, and even their form. This research observed the patois dialect used by Paser Pematang and Paser Telake people in Kabupaten Paser Tanah Grogot Kaltim, because the researcher is very familiar with those dialects. The focus of this research was to know the characteristics of dialect varieties, the similarities and the differences of vocabularies used by Paser Pematang and Paser Telake and also the factors which influenced them.

The research design used in this study was descriptive qualitative, the subject of this study consisted of 20 people as informants. In collecting the data, the researcher used an observation and interview. The observation was used to know the condition and the relationship of society in *Paser Pematang* and *Paser Telake* in using the dialect. Meanwhile, researcher used unstructured interviews by asking the participant about the vocabulary in order to confirm the data.

In this research, the researcher found similarities and differences between dialect of *Paser Pematang* and *Paser Telake*. Based on the observation and interview from informants, the researcher found similarities of their dialect from the way they spoke. The researcher grouped based on words classes; they are noun, pronoun, verb, and adjective. The researcher also finds the differences of their dialect from the way they spoke. The researcher grouped them based on words classes; they are verb, adverb, noun, preposition, and adjective. The similarities in pronunciation and vocabulary between dialect of *Paser Pematang* and *Paser Telake* are caused by native language, generation factors and customs. The differences in pronunciation and vocabulary between dialect of *Paser Pematang* and *Paser Telake* are caused by different regional and geographical factor.
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